
Appendix 15:  Clarifications and responses to inquiries received from registrants

I. Correction in the design brief:

Please note that the selected plot numbers are 667-674 and not 574-667 as stated in 
the design brief. The allocated plots are correctly labeled on the site location plan of 
Phase III provided in Appendix 6.

II. Questions and answers about design requirements:

1. Is it required for the buildings or any portion of the building to be accessible 
for people with disabilities (using elevator, ramps or any other mechanism)?

Unless mentioned in the brief, all Jordanian construction requirements must be 
adhered to. Commonly, such apartment buildings in Jordan do not have full access 
to disabled people. However, HUDC encourages the provision of disabled access. 
Note that buildings in Phase II that include more than 4 floors have been redesigned 
to include elevators.

2. Is it allowed to redesign the lot layout for all of phase III?

No, please note that the design brief limits the intervention to plot numbers 
667-674. 

3. Can I choose any 8 plots that I wanted from the ( plots numbers 574-667) ?

Please note that were was a mistake in the design brief. The selected plot numbers 
are 667-674 and not 574-667. Please refer to the site location plan of Phase III 
provided in Appendix 6. The allocated plots are highlighted in grey.

4. Can the Phase III proposed property boundaries be reconfigured to better 
accommodate solar and wind opportunities?

No, Phase III property boundaries cannot be reconfigured. Only the proposed 
parcelation of plot numbers 667-674 may be reconfigured as stated in the design 
brief.

5. Is there a possibility to propose mixed-use buildings (commercial shops on the 
ground floor and apartments on top floors)?



No, mixed-use buildings are not permissible in the development. Note that Phase II 
includes zoned commercial plots. (Refer to the zoning plan in Appendix 10)

6. Is there a possibility to have shops under the residences to help in financing 
them or it is purely residential buildings.

No, shops are not permissible under the residences. Note that Phase II includes 
zoned commercial plots. (Refer to the zoning plan in Appendix 10)

7. What is the structural capacity of the soil, and what type of foundation is 
recommended?

The allowable bearing capacity of the soil should be taken as  2.7 kg/cm2. A 
continuous strip footing system is recommended for external walls and  an isolated 
footing system connected with tie beams is recommended for internal walls.

8. How is water supplied and distributed to the building?

Assume that water will reach each plot through an underground pipeline that 
reaches a central distribution point on the edge of the plot. Commonly in Jordan, 
water is then distributed in separate pipes to a series of storage tanks on the roof. 
Each housing unit would have its own 2m3 tank. The water to each tank will be 
metered at the central distribution point, and each housing unit would receive its 
own bill. 

Note that the water supply will be intermittent, with the supply probably only 24 – 
48 hours per week. In some cases, the water pressure in the system is too poor to 
reach the roof tanks, and housing units sometimes install a pump to increase 
pressure. Note that it is common for apartment buildings to also have underground 
water tanks for extra water storage, although this is not a municipality requirement 
in this case, nor is it common practice in low income housing. Participants are 
encouraged to suggest alternatives to these common practices. 

9. Would you confirm the requirement of a 1 car per apartment for low income, 
though the building code (article 16A no. 3) requests 1 per every 2 apartments?

HUDC development regulations require one car per apartment.

10. Where should the maximum allowed height of buildings be measured from? 
(the lower or the upper road)?

According to the Jordanian building code, allowable height is measured from the 
center of the upper road.



11. The following statement needs clarification: “Maximum allowable height:  16 
meters (excluding staircases).” Is this measured from the lower street or from 
higher street?

According to the Jordanian building code, allowable height is measured from the 
center of the upper street.

12. “Maximum number of floors:  Four floors (from the elevation of the midpoint 
of the upper street, and the midpoint of the plot).”  Does this mean we can have 
six floors from the lower street? It will be very useful if we have a sketch 
showing the regulations.

According to the Jordanian building code, allowable height is measured from the 
center of the upper street. See sketch below:
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13. We are assuming that any space available below the street level (due to the 
slope) does not count within the FAR requirements (article 37 of the 2001 
building code).  Is this correct?  Below is a sketch of how we are interpreting 
this requirement.

No. For the purposes of this competition, the space available below the street level 
(due to the slope) is counted within the FAR requirements. The FAR includes all 
built-up areas between the upper and lower streets excluding water reservoirs, fuel 
tanks, greywater filters, and other water system requirements.

14. Is any underground reservoir included in the FAR (1.76)?

No, the FAR of 1.76 does not include water reservoirs, fuel tanks or greywater 
systems, under or over ground level from either road.

15. Is it possible to suggest an alternative certified construction system instead of 
the traditional one?

Yes it is possible, but note that one of the evaluation criteria is based on 
applicability to other locations and building types in Jordan.

16. Can you please inform us on the requirements for toilets and kitchen 
ventilation? What are the required min dimensions of “open to Sky” if used 
for ventilating toilets and kitchens?

Refer to the Jordanian building code. 

17. As per the site plan, it seems that parking has been designated / proposed as 
surface parking. Can parking below structure be proposed?

Yes, parking below structure can be proposed. 

18. Are the green areas, shown in Phase III, designated as open green space?  If 
yes, can the designated green areas be distributed differently than shown?

Yes, the green areas shown in Phase III are designated as open green space. Green 
areas can be distributed differently within the selected plots (numbers 667-674), 
highlighted in grey on the site location plan of Phase III provided in Appendix 6.



III. Questions and answers on resources and information:

19. Can you make an AutoCAD drawing available for phase III with: utilities in 
English and road levels, the overall development layout and color coding key in 
English?

Below is a list of the additional drawings that were obtained from the Housing and 
Urban Development Corporation (HUDC) that will be provided to the registrants :
• Zoning plan (refer to Appendix 10)
• Water network plan (refer to Appendix 11)
• Sewage network plan (refer to Appendix 12)
• Road levels (refer to Appendix 13)

20. Is the topography man made or natural? 

The topography shown on the site location plan of Phase III provided in Appendix 6 
is natural. However, the topography has since been altered to accommodate the 
proposed roads. Refer to the road levels provided in Appendix 13 for clarification. 

21. Can you make available additional photographs of the site and surroundings?

Additional photographs of the site and surroundings will be provided in Appendix 
14.

22. Can you make available a copy of the city master plan to identify growth plans 
towards the site location as well as proposed density for this area?

The site fits within the “expansion areas” designated by the metropolitan growth 
plan of the Amman Plan. Information about the new Amman Plan can be found at 
the city’s website (http://www.ammanplan.gov.jo/english/ammanplan.asp). No 
study of proposed densities has been done for this development.

23. Could the applicable building code be posted on your web page?

We regret that we are not able to post the Jordanian building codes on the CSBE 
web site. 

IV. Questions about the site and location:

24. Are there any services surrounding the site such as school, pharmacy, library, 
medical facility, mosque, police station, restaurant, supermarket, etc.? Is there 
public transportation available or nearby?

http://www.ammanplan.gov.jo/english/ammanplan.asp
http://www.ammanplan.gov.jo/english/ammanplan.asp


There is a central service zone in phase II, with plots designated for commercial 
activities, a mosque, a health clinic, and schools. The mosque is already under 
construction. Two schools are to be built soon, one for females in phase I, and the 
other for males in phase II. A small health clinic in the dedicated plot had also been 
approved, with potential for enlargement. (Refer to the zoning plan in Appendix 10)

Also, there is a commercial complex in the area about 6 kilometers away from the 
site.

No public transportation to the site is currently available, although a bus line is to 
be established connecting the site with Amman’s bus network.

25. From an aerial view of the site we were able to identify what appears to be an 
industrial complex nearby; would this affect our development in any way? 
(noise, traffic, fumes, pollution, etc.)?

A few industries do exist along the main road to the site. These include: a paint 
factory, a key factory, a natural gas filling factory, a soft drink (soda) filling factory, 
a chemical factory, a concrete pipe factory, and a stone quarry. These factories are 
separated from the site by a small hill. 

There is considerable truck traffic on the main road leading to the site.

There is a dust problem in the area due to the presence of abandoned stone quarries. 
(Refer to Appendix 14 for the location of the quarry site).

26. Are sidewalks included within the street width, if so what is their width?

Yes, sidewalks are included in the street widths. The width of the sidewalk is 
relative to the width of the street. Below are the standards adopted in the 
development:

• A 14 m wide street includes a 2.5 m wide sidewalk on each side.
• A 12 m wide street includes a 2 m wide sidewalk on each side.
• A 10 m wide street includes a 1.5 m wide sidewalk on each side.
• A 8 m wide street includes a 1 m wide sidewalk on each side.

27. In appendices 7 & 8 (the aerial photo and site photo) there is no presence of the 
buildings (built?) from phases 1 & 2, the question is when were the photos 
taken? i.e. do they represent the current situation of the site?



The photo in appendix 8 is relatively new, however it only shows the site of phase 
III from the south east looking north west. Phase I is now in finishing stages, while 
phase II is still under construction. Additional photographs of the site have been 
included in Appendix 14.

V. Questions about submission requirements and evaluation criteria:

28. In the jury evaluation criteria: What is meant by ‘apartment building type’? 
How is that defined? 

The typical apartment building in Amman is a 4-6 storey building, similar to the 
examples provided on our website in Appendix 5. 

29. The wording of the entry as you mentioned ((A1) sheets arranged 
horizontally): does that mean LANDSCAPE format for each A1?

Yes, drawings should be arranged on A1 sheets in landscape format. See sketch 
below:
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VI. Questions about construction budget:

30. Should the calculated project budget include contractor's profit or any other 
overhead cost?

Yes. The provided cost guideline of (JD 235-240 per meter square) includes a 
contractor’s profit and all other overhead costs.

31. Regarding the construction budget; will there be a base list for cost data in 
order to be able to compare the submissions? 



No, a base list of cost will not be provided. Applicants are required to make their 
own cost estimate as required in the design brief. These estimates will be evaluated 
by practitioners experienced in the construction sector in Jordan. The comparison of 
costs will take into account the budget cap stated in the brief and the life-cycle 
analysis.

32. Does the construction cost include the cost of all material and design?

The construction budget should include all aspects of construction and building 
execution, but should not include design costs.

33. Are the external works included in the specified meter square price (240 JD)?

Yes, this budget cap includes all external works including boundary walls and 
paving within each plot, but does not include the cost of the designated green areas/
open space for the Phase III development.

VII.Questions about common practices:

34. How are the common amenities handled (such as water, common laundry 
facilities, building maintenance, etc.)?

• Common laundry facilities are not a common practice in Jordan. 
• Water is metered and billed at the individual apartment level – see answers 

to Q 8 above. 
• Common amenities and building maintenance are usually managed by an 

association of the apartment owners. 

35. Are flue vents in kitchens a common practice?

Flue vents are not common, especially in low-income housing.


